Leda 123.23 Release Notes
No subsystem
IDEA-95581 (Usability
Problem)

Show project structure errors in the problems window

IDEA-91871 (Bug)

Support Oracle XMLTYPE in DB table views

IDEA-95635 (Bug)

Feedback: JDBC parameter inspection fails in more complicated case

IDEA-95687 (Bug)

Android lint inspection lazy loading

IDEA-86873 (Bug)

Out of memory exception when trying to manage file encodings

IDEA-95509 (Bug)

Welcome screen: recent projects paths use incorrect notion on Mac

IDEA-94971 (Bug)

Jetty deployment - Server is not connected. Press 'Deploy' to start deployment

IDEA-95784 (Bug)

Bad watermark font

IDEA-91425 (Bug)

Scope Pattern: # character in filenames triggers a syntax error

Android
IDEA-95292 (Bug)

Android Designer: Properties table: impossible to select values from drop-down lists via keyboard

IDEA-95211 (Bug)

When creating a new project from existing sources, the res/raw directory is ignored.

IDEA-95467 (Bug)

Android: External Build: building of an artifact that depends on another artifact fails with
"android-validator: Artifacts related to the same module have different ProGuard options"

IDEA-95571 (Bug)

Android: External Build: "Generate unsigned APK" compiler option is ignored - unsigned APK is not
generated

IDEA-95389 (Bug)

Android Device configuration doesn't validate Screen Heigth

IDEA-94868 (Bug)

Android: External Build: SDK is not found during compilation if module dependencies are stored in
Eclipse format

IDEA-91387 (Bug)

Android UI Designer - Backspace deletes the value of properties

AspectJ
IDEA-95716 (Bug)

compile with ajc fails: Internal error (Plugin: com.intellij.aspectj): null

Code Analysis.
Inspection
IDEA-95738 (Bug)

"Make method return type X" inspection duplicates the return statement in rare case

IDEA-95735 (Bug)

Incorrect "field may be final" inspection

Code Coverage
IDEA-89617 (Bug)

Cannot run tests with coverage and -Djava.system.class.loader=com.intellij.util.lang.UrlClassLoader
enabled

IDEA-94816 (Bug)

ClassNotFoundException during java instrumentation for code coverage

Compiling
Project
IDEA-95615 (Bug)

Cannot compile on AJC

IDEA-94905 (Bug)

External Build messes up artifact build

IDEA-93832 (Bug)

Changed sources not recompiled when using external build

IDEA-95402 (Bug)

Problems tool window is not updated on changing module library dependencies

IDEA-95257 (Bug)

Annotation processor's resources are handled at compile different than with maven

IDEA-95599 (Bug)

Groovy compiler error

IDEA-95473 (Exception
)

IC-122.813 cant work with recent JDK8 build (as the choosen project JDK)

Cucumber JVM
IDEA-95239 (Bug)

Refactoring with cucumber and JUnit doesn't work on spell checking.

Debugger
IDEA-95341 (Bug)

Switching tabs in Debug view changes location in console window

Drools
IDEA-95488 (Exception
)

CCE at com.intellij.psi.impl.source.codeStyle.ReferenceAdjuster.getClassReferenceToShorten

Editor. Editing
Text
IDEA-95675 (Bug)

Source Code Pro font displays '&' as a bunch of strange lines when used between quotes.

IDEA-94968 (Bug)

Idea hung

IDEA-95460 (Exception
)

INRE through FileBasedIndexImpl.processFilesContainingAllKeys()

Find, Replace,
Find Usages
IDEA-92172 (Bug)

Find in scope does not work as expected

Flash_Flex
IDEA-95767 (Bug)

External build: Flash build configuration is not recompiled when dependency SWC file is changed

IDEA-95701 (Bug)

Flex, Implement Interface intention: chosen parent class not reflected in code

IDEA-95401 (Exception
)

Flex, UML diagram: IllegalArgumentException on choosing New/MXML Component from diagram
right-click menu

Grails
IDEA-95628 (Cosmetic
s)

cannot resolve symbol in UrlMappings.groovy

Groovy
IDEA-95630 (Performa
nce Problem)

GrTypeDefinitionImpl#isDeprecated causes stub->ast switch

IDEA-95790 (Bug)

Groovy inspection - Warning 'empty catch block' even if exception varibale name is ignored

IDEA-95249 (Bug)

new WebView(contextMenuEnabled: false) in Groovy highlights 'false' as warning

IDEA-95550 (Bug)

Groovy: add throws clause to generated methods

J2EE.JSF

IDEA-95596 (Bug)

Implicit attribute "rendered" for JSF composite components not recognized

Java. Code
Completion
IDEA-95710 (Bug)

autocomplete is too agressive when assigning array of primitive type to an Object

Java. Error
Highlighting
IDEA-95691 (Bug)

IDEA shows error in code that compiles. (Overloading var args)

Java. Intention
Actions
IDEA-93017 (Bug)

Implement interface method can't find a destination class

Java. Refactoring
IDEA-95696 (Bug)

Extract method doesn't work if expression is under cursor but is not selected

Maven
IDEA-95645 (Bug)

specifing multiple goals in defaultGoal does not work

Project
Configuration
IDEA-94057 (Bug)

New Project Wizard: Create from Template: "Create source root" option is not needed for Grails and
Griffon modules

IDEA-95344 (Bug)

Java Module created in existent project gets SDK different to project SDK

IDEA-95399 (Bug)

Web Artifact is built incorrectly after artifact configuration change and reverting back

IDEA-94891 (Bug)

Import Project: when selecting .gradle file as an import target, path to that file should be
substituted to "Gradle project" field in "Import Project from Gradle" wizard

IDEA-94952 (Bug)

Web artifact is built incorrectly after module rename

IDEA-95474 (Exception
)

UnknownHostException: download.jetbrains.com at RemoteTemplatesFactory.createTemplates() on
opening New Project/Module Wizard if there is no Internet connection

Run | Debug
configuration
IDEA-95859 (Usability
Problem)

Run Configurations: don't allow to add the run configuration as AnotherConfiguration to itself

IDEA-64425 (Bug)

Run configurations: Share = Yes for temporary and Apply does not update its appearance until
dialog closing

SQL
IDEA-90682 (Feature)

Add sql intention for filling in columns in insert

IDEA-48457 (Usability
Problem)

SQL: the inspection for a view definition shows warning when table name is not resolved

IDEA-76835 (Usability
Problem)

SQL: SQLServer: TERTIARY_WEIGHTS() is yellow

IDEA-79380 (Bug)

SQL: SQLServer: "Unresolved reference" inspection reports warning for COUNT_BIG

IDEA-48856 (Bug)

SQL: Oracle: type constructor expressions are parsed wrong

IDEA-95621 (Exception
)

SQL: Throwable through SqlParser.parse() on deleting a value in INSERT ... VALUES clause

Spring
IDEA-73639 (Bug)

Spring 3.1 support: @Autowired Dependency generation: PsiInvalidElementAccessException

UML
IDEA-67410 (Task)

Map help buttons of the "create new members" dialogs

IDEA-95698 (Bug)

Building class diagram from inner class shouldn't include other inner classes

Unit Testing.
JUnit
IDEA-95819 (Bug)

Single test run does not show stacktrace from @BeforeClass and is not marked as failed

IDEA-95469 (Bug)

IDEA 12 no longer offers to open diff dialog when a JUnit test throws an org.junit.ComparisonFailure

User Interface
IDEA-95620 (Usability
Problem)

The Welcome screen has no a close button

IDEA-95878 (Cosmetic
s)

Inappropriate tooltip for "Preview Usages" button in TODO

IDEA-93647 (Bug)

Error hint is not shown when refactoring is invoked with mouse

IDEA-95268 (Bug)

Welcome Screen: Create New Project From Existing Files action should be removed

IDEA-95785 (Bug)

Remove stupid tooltips from welcome screen

IDEA-94983 (Bug)

Setting the tabs placement to None disables 'Window|Editor Tabs|Close'

IDEA-95413 (Bug)

Show welcome screen on the same display where the last closed project window was

User
Interface.Darcula
IDEA-95281 (Bug)

Red color is too bright for the dark color scheme

IDEA-95576 (Bug)

UML diagrams look terrible under Darcula

IDEA-95786 (Bug)

Some links unreadable under Darcula

Version Control.
Mercurial
IDEA-68419 (Bug)

Mercurial: file contents is not updated properly after UpdateTo... performing

